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From ancient Greece to the Internet―via the Renaissance, Gutenberg, and Madison
Avenue―Shady Characters exposes the secret history of punctuation.A charming and
indispensable tour of two thousand years of the written word, Shady Characters weaves a
fascinating trail across the parallel histories of language and typography.Whether investigating
the asterisk (*) and dagger (†)―which alternately illuminated and skewered heretical verses of
the early Bible―or the at sign (@), which languished in obscurity for centuries until rescued by
the Internet, Keith Houston draws on myriad sources to chart the life and times of these
enigmatic squiggles, both exotic (¶) and everyday (&).From the Library of Alexandria to the halls
of Bell Labs, figures as diverse as Charlemagne, Vladimir Nabokov, and George W. Bush cross
paths with marks as obscure as the interrobang (?) and as divisive as the dash (―). Ancient
Roman graffiti, Venetian trading shorthand, Cold War double agents, and Madison Avenue
round out an ever more diverse set of episodes, characters, and artifacts.Richly illustrated,
ranging across time, typographies, and countries, Shady Characters will delight and entertain all
who cherish the unpredictable and surprising in the writing life.2-color; 75 illustrations

"An absolutely fascinating blend of history, design, sociology, and cultural poetics―highly
recommended."― Maria Popova, Brain Pickings"Funny, surprising, and, of course, geeky."―
Michael D. Schaffer and John Timpane, Philadelphia Inquirer"I'm a sucker for this stuff. The @ is
called a chiocciola (snail) in Italian! The & was once taught as a letter of the alphabet! The
manicule has been with us for a millenium! Thank you, Keith Houston, for bringing these little
mysteries out of the shadows of typographic history. "― Constance Hale, author of Sin and
Syntax"For fans of Lynn Truss’s Eats, Shoots & Leaves, this bestiary of lesser-known
punctuation marks is a wonder."― Publishers Weekly"A mostly amusing, informative history of
punctuation… Houston explores the roles a variety of punctuation marks have played in the
popular imagination. The forgotten manicule, the modest dash and the ampersand all make
appearances, as do intriguing characters from millennia past. The book is often engrossing… An
unusual triumph of the human ability to find exaltation in the mundane."― Kirkus Reviews"This
book has more in common with Malcolm Gladwell than with standard history writing."― Library
Journal"If Eats, Shoots & Leaves whetted your appetite on the subject of punctuation, then you
have a treat in store. Shady Characters is an authoritative, witty, and fascinating tour of the
history and rationale behind such lesser known marks as the ampersand, manicule, the pilcrow,
and the interrobang. Keith Houston also explains the octothorpe―otherwise known as the
hashtag―and and my final comment on his book is #awesome."― Ben Yagoda, author of How to
Not Write Bad"Make no mistake: this is a book of secrets. With zeal and rigor, Keith Houston
cracks open the &, the #, the † and more―all the little matryoshka dolls of meaning that make



writing work. Inside, we meet novelists, publishers, scholars and scribes; we range from ancient
Greeks to hashtagged tweets; and we see the weird and wonderful foundations of the most
successful technology of all time."― Robin Sloan, author of Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour
Bookstore"Might make you look at books… in an entirely new way."― Andrew Robinson,
Nature"Houston…is a tireless researcher and an amiable teacher."― Jan Gardner, Boston
Globe"A pleasurable contribution to type history, particularly for readers who haven’t considered
the ampersand in any detail."― Carl W. Scarbrough, New Criterion"Fascinating."― Rob Kyff, The
CourantAbout the AuthorKeith Houston is the author of Shady Characters and The Book. His
writing has appeared in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Financial
Times, Mental Floss, BBC Culture, and on Time.com. He lives in Birmingham, England.
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Pete from across the River, “Entertaining, funny, and educational -- a must read if you're
interested in typography or writing.. This is an excellent book and (much as I hate to admit it) it's
one of the best that addresses the history of the various glyphs used to indicate punctuation in
context with the development of the modern book. Keeping in mind that books first appeared in
about 280 c.e., they have had nearly 1800 years of experimentation and development. (Prior to
books, long form writing was published on scrolls -- which were not treated as one long page
(endlessly "scrolling" as a word processing file on a computer) but were actually "paginated"
with text written in columns at a right angle to the direction of the scroll (i.e. the scroll was
unrolled from the right and re-rolled on the left as the text was read). Scrolls were made from
papyrus, a reed common to marshes in the eastern Mediterranean region. Papyrus was
relatively easily processed into a writing substrate. Animal skins had also been used for writing,
dating back to as early as 2750 b.c.e., but papyrus was much less expensive and easier to deal
with. Of course, clay tablets have a history going back to at least 5000 b.c.e. as a writing
substrate (but clay tablets have many disadvantages for use with long documents).The first real
books appeared in the ancient Greek city of Pergamon, located in what is now western Turkey.
Pergamon, a regional center where animal hides were processed, had established a library that
was attempting to compete with the library at Alexandra. In this competition, Egypt put sanctions
on Pergamon and cut off their supply of papyrus. The hide processors of Pergamon had
developed a method that stretched animal hides very thin, creating "vellum" that proved to be an
excellent writing substrate--that was perfect to fill-in for the papyrus that was no longer available.
Since vellum is not very flexible, stitching it into scrolls was not a practical solution ... however,
some clever scribe stitched a stack of vellum pages together on one edge, creating the first
book... a practicality that was adopted quite quickly.As Shady Characters goes on to explain, the
layout of words in books (and in scrolls before) were determined to need extra marks that would
assist in the understanding of the text... developments that, at times, took centuries (some
innovations came much more quickly, as circumstances and needs changed). Indeed, Shady
Characters is a complementary book to Letter Perfect: The Marvelous History of Our Alphabet
from A to Z by David Sacks (a book I read many years ago) but is still in print and available on
Amazon.During his chapter discussing the hyphen (and the impact of the mechanical typewriter)
the author describes a drop in quality (of typography) when the hot metal Linotype and
Monotype machines came into being. Indeed, it is a repeated reality that each time there was a
significant technological improvement (from hand scribed manuscripts to movable type printing,
from individually set type, to "hot metal" type casters (Linotype/Monotype and other machines),
from "hot metal" to "cold (photographic) type", and finally from dedicated photo typesetting
machines to use of general purpose computers) these transitions have all gone through a
pattern where the newest technology is a backward step in quality but with a large increase in
productivity. (Apparently, the author is of an age where he only experienced an "after the fact"



transition, where I "lived through" the transition from dedicated type composition equipment to
the era of the general purpose computer (PageMaker, Ready, Set, Go!, QuarkEXpress and
finally InDesign). I note that each of these transitions (and transitions from letter press to offset
press printing) all were criticized for their initial lack of quality compared to the out-going
technology. But eventually, the new technologies at each major step developed sufficiently to
exceed the quality (as well as the productivity) of the earlier processes.I note that I supervised a
book-oriented typesetting service in San Francisco (doing work for major publishers) during the
transition from dedicated phototypesetting machines to "desk top publishing." Our equipment
produced beautifully typeset books, using highly skilled technicians who understood typography
and the arcane commands inserted into the text to accomplish the desired output. The 6-
employee "work positions" our system provided cost several hundred thousand dollars and had
a "software maintenance cost" over $50,000 per year. (A new typeface cost $1000, and up --
and took hours to install into the system.) In contrast, a Macintosh computer and laser printer,
with all the necessary software could be purchased for somewhat less than $10,000, with
ongoing upgrades costing less than $1000 per year -- and typefaces available for relatively
modest fees. Is it any wonder that commercial typesetting companies where in serious "hurt"
facing these economics. (Indeed, the company I managed, was not able to survive the
transition... the owner simply could not afford the necessary investment to retire his old system
and install desk top publishing equipment as the remaining overhead made the company non-
competitive with the developing "cottage industry" of independent "DTP" services. Indeed, by
the mid-1990s, I was operating as a self-employed book typographer out of my home. I also
submit that TeX (a typesetting software system the author mentions) and InDesign (that uses the
"H&J algorithm from TeX) are as capable (or more so) in their current state of development than
the best of the prior generation of dedicated typesetting systems as we had in the typesetting
service I once managed.One small flaw in the book is the author's apparent acceptance of the
myth (based on "study after study") that ragged-right text is easier to read than "obsessively
justified" text present in "almost all modern books." Unfortunately this is not a clearly established
fact. In my research, I have found very few studies of this topic. (Understandable, since it's not
an area where academics have much interest.) I suggest comparing the results of the reading
comprehension studies used by Colin Wheildon in Type & Layout (first copyright 1984, but
updated in current edition) vs. Karen A. Schriver's Dynamics in Document Design (1997) where
"readability" was the considered factor. First, "readability" is not the same as
"comprehension" (or understanding of what was read). I submit that it's more important that the
reader understand what they read rather than taking the viewpoint that it looks "readable." Mr.
Wheildon reached the conclusion that "well set, fully justified text" provided better reading
comprehension than "well set, ragged right" text. The physiological aspect probably has to do
with the regularized eye movement in fully justified text vs. the jumping around that occurs with
ragged right. Ms. Schriver's book is, unfortunately, deeply flawed. Apparently, in preparing the
samples for her "readability" surveys, informally prepared brochures taken from social service



agencies were one of the primary sources. Most of the samples (reproduced in her book) show
poorly "typeset" documents (obviously prepared using the primitive word processing programs
of the era by people who had no training in typography). Most of the samples show Courier
(typewriter, fixed width type) set with extra word space used to justify the text. Well, readability
(comprehension was not tested) would certainly drop when these factors are involved. In my
opinion the Dynamics in Document Design uses very poor examples to "prove" that ragged right
is "better" -- but I think the only real conclusion (from Dynamics in Document Design) is that
very narrow columns of text might best be set in ragged right, with longer columns (such as in
the typical book) are better set fully justified. (I note that Shady Characters is typeset in the
traditional fully justified format.)”

John Walker, “Typographical Delight: The History and Evolution of Punctuation. ¶ The earliest
written languages seem mostly to have been mnemonic tools for recording and reciting spoken
text. As such, they had little need for punctuation and many managed to get along
withoutevenspacesbetweenwords. If you read it out loud, it's pretty easy to sound out (although
words written without spaces can be used to create deliciously ambiguous text). As the written
language evolved to encompass scholarly and sacred texts, commentaries upon other texts,
fiction, drama, and law, the structural complexity of the text grew apace, and it became
increasingly difficult to express this in words alone. Punctuation was born.In the third century
B.C. Aristophanes of Byzantium (not to be confused with the other fellow), librarian at
Alexandria, invented a system of dots to denote logical breaks in Greek texts of classical
rhetoric, which were placed after units called the komma, kolon, and periodos. In a different
graphical form, they are with us still.Until the introduction of movable type printing in Europe in
the 15th century, books were hand-copied by scribes, each of whom was free, within the
constraints of their institutions, to innovate in the presentation of the texts they copied. In the
interest of conserving rare and expensive writing materials such as papyrus and parchment,
abbreviations came into common use. The humble ampersand (the derivation of whose English
name is delightfully presented here) dates to the shorthand invented by Cicero's personal
secretary/slave Tiro, who invented a mark to quickly write “et” as his master spoke.Other
punctuation marks co-evolved with textual criticism: quotation marks allowed writers to
distinguish text from other sources included within their works, and asterisks, daggers, and other
symbols were introduced to denote commentary upon text. Once bound books (codices) printed
with wide margins became common, readers would annotate them as they read, often  pointing
out key passages. Even a symbol as with-it as the now-ubiquitous “@” (which I recall around
1997 being called “the Internet logo”) is documented as having been used in 1536 as an
abbreviation for amphorae of wine. And the ever-more-trending symbol prefixing #hashtags?
Isaac Newton used it in the 17th century, and the story of how it came to be called an
“octothorpe” is worthy of modern myth.This is much more than a history of obscure punctuation.
It traces how we communicate in writing over the millennia, and how technologies such as



movable type printing, mechanical type composition, typewriting, phototypesetting, and
computer text composition have both enriched and impoverished our written language.
Impoverished? Indeed—I compose this on a computer able to display in excess of 64,000
characters from the written languages used by most people since the dawn of civilisation. And
yet, thanks to the poisonous legacy of the typewriter, only a few people seem to be aware of the
distinction, known to everybody setting type in the 19th century, among the em-dash—used to
set off a phrase; the en-dash, denoting “to” in constructions like “1914–1918”; the hyphen,
separating compound words such as “anarcho-libertarian” or words split at the end of a line; the
minus sign, as in −4.221; and the figure dash, with the same width as numbers in a font where all
numbers have the same width, which permits setting tables of numbers separated by dashes in
even columns. People who appreciate typography and use TeX are acutely aware of this and
grind their teeth when reading documents produced by demotic software tools such as Microsoft
Word or reading postings on the Web which, although they could be so much better, would have
made Mencken storm the Linotype floor of the Sunpapers had any of his writing been so poorly
set.Pilcrows, octothorpes, interrobangs, manicules, and the centuries-long quest for a
typographical mark for irony (Like, we really need that¡)—this is a pure typographical delight:
enjoy!”

Przemek EU, “Brilliant!. I love it! It is the best available compilation on seen but not understood
characters in print industry. ¶ The book is nicely edited. I have got a hard-back copy which has a
good quality finishing. The dust jacket is nicely designed with some embossing, but it may be
easy to get dirty due to uncoated paper used. ¶ I love the way how the subject marks in each
chapter are printed in red, which helps to read the book without disruption. It is also nice to see
the usage of a pilcrow, asterisk or dagger in practice within the book, especially the pilcrow used
in few paragraphs (p. 14). ¶ Definitely it is my book of the year together with a Polish version of «
Book Typography. A Designer's Manual » by M. Mitchell and S. Wightman edited by R.Oleś («
Typografia książki, Podręcznik projektanta »).”

Mr. R. Horberry, “Less would be more. A lovely book about a fascinating subject, spoiled slightly
by too many digressions that work against understanding. The story of these marks is slippery
enough as it is without endless asides further muddying the pool. I only finished Shady
Characters an hour ago and if you put gun to my child's head I don't think I could provide a
decent description of how the octothorp or ampersand came to be. Some sort of summary for
each would have been welcome. That aside, a fine, engaging and entertaining read.”

Livia, “I agree that the kindle edition was annoying becuae one could not relate immediately to
the notes .... I cannot understand how others have found this 'too academic'. I found it extremly
readable and very fascinating. I agree that the kindle edition was annoying becuae one could
not relate immediately to the notes - but I read them all at the end and it wasn't irritating enough



for me to dock the book itself - which obviously had nothing to do with how it appeared in kindle -
any stars”

J. Wickins, “Well worth reading. An excellent book, printed on good quality paper and with a lot
of thought given to the printing. The content is quite geeky, which suits me - I am now much
better informed about the history of the symbols we use to communicate, and the history of
printing. I had finished the book within a week even with a busy Christmas period, testifying to its
ease of reading and compulsive topic.”

Saxophone Phil, “Loved it. Fascinating readEnjoyed learning about how various extras to the
letters we read make text possible to read in the quiet of our own homesNeeds a bit of
concentration but worth the effortIllustrations a bit dull esp in Kindle. They could be a bit more
aliveGood readI recommend it”

The book by Keith Houston has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 352 people have provided feedback.
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